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The Canadian Book Industry’s
Must-Read Magazine

F

or 83 years, Quill & Quire has been
Canada’s most authoritative and
complete source of information on
books and book publishing. Quill & Quire
delivers agenda-setting editorial content,
up-to-the-minute industry analysis and
the most complete publishing news. But
that’s not all: we also deliver over 400 book
reviews annually, providing the broadest
scope of new Canadian title reviews. It’s
easy to see why Quill & Quire is the
Canadian book industry’s must-read
magazine. In fact, in an Association
of Canadian Publishers survey, Quill &
Quire was ranked #1 of 60 information
sources for teacher-librarians.

QUILL A NDQUIRE.COM

Reach Decision-Makers
on the Page and Online
Quill & Quire reaches more than 10,000*
Canadian book publishing professionals,
including key market influencers and all
major trade book buyers. Not only is the
magazine’s readership the largest in the
industry, our subscribers influence every
segment of the market: bookstores, libraries
and educational institutions, publishing
and manufacturing, national and regional
arts media, associations and government.
When you want to reach Canada’s book
industry, Quill & Quire is your clear
choice—we’re the only publication that
reaches the complete market.

Plus, Quill & Quire’s reach isn’t limited
to the printed page. Quillandquire.com is
the site bookmarked across the Canadian
book publishing industry. Our up-to-theminute book industry news, searchable
archives, job board, blogs and more keep
book publishing professionals and book
consumers in the know. And with key
professional content available by online
subscription only, you know that your ad
will be seen by a combined readership of
savvy industry professionals and keen
readers across Canada.
* Source: 2,500 monthly paid circulation,
average 4.0 readers per copy
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Mailed free to an additional 1000
teacher-librarians and school
administrators

Quillandquire.com
Quillandquire.com combines professional journalism and curated editorial direction, with
the immediacy, relevance and candour of the web. The site hosts an extensive archive of
8,250+ book reviews and 12,000+ news stories. Our very popular Quillblog is updated several
times daily with literary and cultural stories from around the world. Part of our audience
—the exclusive Q&Q Omni paid, professional membership subscribers – are alerted to the
latest headlines through a twice-weekly newsletter. Tap into the most influential literary
audience in the country—advertise on quillandquire.com!

Reaching keen readers
and savvy professionals
Looking for the latest facts and figures on
the Canadian book industry? Posting a book
industry job listing? Need detailed bestseller lists, author profiles or book reviews?
Q&Q Omni at quillandquire.com is the
one-stop source for all of this and more. And
it’s the perfect place for your ad, because it’s
the best place to reach executive-level book
industry decision-makers in all segments of
the industry.

Traffic size*
41,530 unique visitors
60,925 visits
113,390 monthly page views

Leaderboard

Big Box

Professional information
so valued that users
subscribe to it
While the cultural content on Q&Q Omni—
author profiles, book reviews—is available
free of charge, professional content—book
industry news and financials, deals and
more—requires a paid membership. Place
your ad in this highly valued context and
you’ll reach a combined readership of keen
readers and savvy industry professionals.

Job Board
Have an employment opportunity?
The Q&Q Job Board is the quickest and
most effective way to inform industry
professionals of your available position. Not
only is the Job Board a high traffic section of
quillandquire.com, your listing will be sent
to all paid professional members in the Q&Q
Omni newsletter.
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*Source: Google Analytics, 3-month average Jun–Aug 2015
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MARKETPLACE

Trouble is
a Friend of Mine

DISTRIBUTION

Stephanie Tromly
Kathy Dawson Books/Penguin Canada
Reviewed by Becky Robertson

F

ormer Los Angeles screenwriter Stephanie
Tromly, now based in Winnipeg, marks her
YA debut with an action-packed novel about
teenager Zoe Webster, who ﬁnds herself downgraded from Manhattan living to a small town
in upstate New York.
When the mysterious and smooth-talking
Philip Digby takes an interest in Zoe, he begins toting her along on his adventures, investigating multiple kidnappings in the area,
a suspicious cult “family,” and a corrupt (and
creepy) local doctor. Digby, well versed in the
town’s goings-on and criminal system (thanks
to a dark past of his own), leads a ragtag gang
that includes dreamy football player (and
Digby’s former best friend) Henry, Henry’s
snobby girlfriend Sloane, and hipster-girl-inthe-making Bill.
Tromly uses Zoe’s escapades with Digby and
the others – who all hail from different school
cliques – to show readers that worrying about
ﬁtting into a social hierarchy isn’t the best way
to make friends or have fun. Zoe doesn’t really ﬁt in in the strictest sense, but winds up
surprisingly civil with Sloane, ﬁnding a best
friend in Digby, and enjoying her new town in
spite of herself.
Though readers don’t get the most in-depth
view into Zoe’s mind, they are gradually rewarded with tidbits about her background, and
are teased by the star duo’s flirty friendship,
which refuses to be a romance (and it’s better
that way, really). Though the characters come
across as stereotypical and ﬂat at times, they possess a warm familiarity that – along with subtle,
encouraging life lessons, on-point, humorous dialogue, and well-paced, just-complicated-enough
drama – makes this amusing mystery-adventure
appealing and easy to read. ■ Ages 12+, $20.99
paper 978-0-52542-840-4, 336 pp., Aug. Reviewed
from advance reading copy

Heartache and
Other Natural Shocks

1/3 SQUARE OR VERTICAL

$1,545

Glenda Leznoff
Tundra Books

Glenda Leznoff
sets her sexy, honest story about a love triangle
between three teens against the backdrop of the
early 1970s and the FLQ crisis. Trouble begins
when Jules Epstein’s anglophone mother forces
them to move from Montreal to Toronto. Her
vampy neighbour and soon-to-be classmate,
Carla, takes an immediate dislike to the studious, quiet Jules, a feeling that blooms into
hatred when the girls both fall for bad boy Ian
Slater. Much drama ensues, but Leznoff does a
great job keeping the action and dialogue realistic, both for the characters’ ages and the time
period. ■ Ages 14+, $21.99 cloth 978-1-77049836-5, 384 pp., Oct. Reviewed from ﬁnished book
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Internationally published author
of ten novels and former
University of Toronto instructor
Barbara Kyle has launched
many writers to publishing
success. Get expert guidance on
perfecting your story, and trusted
advice on what agents and
publishers want. Start with your
ﬁrst 50 pages for $150.
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Books for Young People

1/3 VERTICAL
BANNER

$2,045

www.BarbaraKyle.com.

Chantel Guertin
ECW Press

in the Pippa Green series maintains the fun yet poignant standard
set by author Chantel Guertin in the previous instalments. Though things aren’t great
in Pippa’s life, Guertin never allows her story
to get dragged into maudlin moments. Sharp
dialogue, fully ﬂeshed, interesting characters, and a believable plot add up to more than
typical teen chicklit. ■ Ages 12+, $11.95 paper

SIZE

THE THIRD NOVEL

INDIE WRITERS!
Get co-published
& retain artistic control:
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guardianforeverpub.ca

978-1-77041-232-8, 216 pp., Sept. Reviewed from
advance reading copy
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Books for Young People
As the guards throw more and more letters
onto the fire, the smoke creates an SOS message
that drifts around the world, prompting still
more people to write to the prisoner. Eventually,
the epistles coming into his window coalesce
into wings that carry him away from the prison
and home to his joyful little girl.
Political cartoonist Jacques Goldstyn tells
this powerful story through a series of evocative
watercolour sketches. (The only words in the
book are found on a few of the letters.) The
visual language is easily understood: the red
dots on the protesters’ placards correspond to
the red of the girl’s balloon. Inside the prison
cell, expanses of white space suggest the boredom and emptiness of solitary confinement,
against which the bright colours of the bluebird and the letters stand out. Reality slides
into fantasy with the man’s miraculous rise on
wings made of letters, but his escape expresses
the confidence that the caring intervention of
people around the world can make a difference.
Inspired by Amnesty International’s letterwriting campaigns, and dedicated to Raif
Badawi, the Saudi blogger who has been imprisoned for five years, this book is an inspiration for all ages. –Joanne Findon

DOUBLE UNIT* per inch
H Letters to a Prisoner
Jacques Goldstyn
and Angela Keenlyside, trans.
Owlkids Books, Ages 5+

his empty cell, he despairs. When a bluebird
flies through the cell window it triggers memories of happy times with his child, which
he begins to sketch on the walls. Soon, the
bluebird brings him a precious gift: a letter.
Although the guards angrily snatch it away
and destroy it, the bluebird brings more and
more – until there is a heap of letters from
different countries in different languages, all
expressing solidarity.

One daY, a girl and her father join a peace-

ONE UNIT* per inch
ful protest march; the demonstration turns
ugly when protesters are met with a phalanx
of heavily armed riot police. The girl’s father
is arrested and thrown into prison. Alone in

kidlit spotlight

1X
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$150

POLITICS

SHORT STORIES
$19.95 | 978-177108-502-1 (September)

$29.95 | 978-177108-540-3 (November)

“Bruneau is a master. We should
know this by now, but A Bird on
Every Tree is a powerful reminder.”

A behind-the-scenes oral
history of Canada’s favourite
satirical news show, celebrating
its 25th anniversary.

– Quill & Quire

AVAILABLE AT BOOKSTORES EVERYWHERE
Follow us online:

@nimbuspub or nimbus.ca
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THE 11 th ANNUAL SYBILLE PANTAZZI MEMORIAL LECTURE

Picturing Canada
Thursday, October 19, 7 p.m.
Free

$75

$10/line

$6/line
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on writing tough subjects for kids
Britt: Isabelle has said any subject can be
tackled, as long as it’s done with sensitivity
and nuance. And she has a very specific way of
illustrating – sometimes it’s incredibly detailed,
and sometimes it gets blurry. It’s the presence of
both of these traits that make the illustrations
so vivid and touching. Also, because Louis is
a kid, he doesn’t understand everything that
goes on between his parents and with his dad,
or even with himself. So there’s always this element of blurriness or confusion that comes with
that age. Kids have all of the emotions in them,
and when they have an alcoholic parent, they
know something is going on even if they might
not have the words to express it. I wouldn’t be
afraid to talk about feelings with any child.
Arsenault: The subject might be dark, but it’s
told with a lot of subtleness – we never see anything shocking or too sad. It’s just emotively
touching. But, like Fanny said, we render it
through some blurriness where the details
are not shown, they’re just suggested. It leaves
room for the children’s own interpretation.
I like that aspect of Fanny’s writing. She’s descriptive sometimes, and sometimes just open.
That makes room for me to explore visually
and suggest images. I’m trying to play off of
everything and to also have some pages where
there’s no text, and leave room for breathing
during the story.

NEW PICT URE BOOKS
f ro m K i d s C a n P r e s s
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info@quillandquire.com

The Changing Face of Children’s Book Illustration in Canada

$80

1/2 PAGE
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POPULAR CULTURE

$29.95 | 978-177108-531-1 (September)

The bestselling author of
What I Learned about Politics
is back with an insider’s guide
to Canadian politics.

Britt: During all the translations for Jane, most
publishers around the world – Groundwood
being the first – insisted on keeping the Québécois aspect. They didn’t want to change the
names, they kept the accents on Hélène. We
changed one cultural reference for the English version only, which is the McGarrigle sisters. In French, it is the Québécois folk singer
Richard Desjardins. It was an homage from
me, and I love that the Korean version also
includes Richard. I felt very free when I wrote
Louis because I didn’t have to think, “Oh, is
this universal enough?” If you start thinking
about it too much, that’s when you get clichés –
you’re afraid of not reaching your audience,
or that it’s too local or too specific.

on hopefulness and humour
Britt: We always try to offset drama with humour, whether it’s in the text or the illustrations. That’s always my way of avoiding or
ducking out of the storylines that I tend to
go for. Louis is fairly new, so we haven’t had
many talks with readers about it. But what
I’ve found is that adults tend to find Louis
very, very sad and heartbreaking – and the
kids that I talk to tend to see hopefulness and
courage. That makes me happy.

$85

POLITICS, PLACE, AND SPIT-TAKES

WORD AD

“Is this for youth or not?” We said, “Let’s not
think about anything and just do the story we
want to do, and we’ll see who it touches and
how it’s perceived when it’s done.”

3X

$60

Professor Judith Saltman and Dr. Gail
Edwards explore change and continuity
in the history of Canadian children’s
publishing. Focusing on picture books,
they consider how image and text provide
Canadian children with the opportunity to
see their everyday lives and communities.
They show how Canadian picture books
introduce ideas about region, place, history,
identity and belonging in our diverse,
complex country.

$4/line
Mikki Herbold

Marketplace Rates

Professor Judith Saltman

Dr. Gail Edwards

HCJ 978-1-77138-927-3
$18.99 • ebook available

HCJ 978-1-77138-105-5
$18.99 • ebook available

HCJ 978-1-77138-678-4
$18.99 • ebook available

HCJ 978-1-77138-619-7
$18.99 • ebook available

HCJ 978-1-77138-626-5
$18.99 • ebook available
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The Osborne Collection of Early Children’s Books
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Get the word out to the industry quickly and economically. Whether you’re an employer looking to fill a position, a publisher promoting a
website, a supplier selling a specialized product, or a freelancer looking for additional clients, you can get the job done for less than a tenth of
a cent per reader! We print classified ads under the following categories:
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MARKETPLACE

Trouble is
a Friend of Mine

DISTRIBUTION

Stephanie Tromly
Kathy Dawson Books/Penguin Canada
Reviewed by Becky Robertson

ormer Los Angeles screenwriter Stephanie
Tromly, now based in Winnipeg, marks her
YA debut with an action-packed novel about
teenager Zoe Webster, who ﬁnds herself downgraded from Manhattan living to a small town
in upstate New York.
When the mysterious and smooth-talking
Philip Digby takes an interest in Zoe, he begins toting her along on his adventures, investigating multiple kidnappings in the area,
a suspicious cult “family,” and a corrupt (and
creepy) local doctor. Digby, well versed in the
town’s goings-on and criminal system (thanks
to a dark past of his own), leads a ragtag gang
that includes dreamy football player (and
Digby’s former best friend) Henry, Henry’s
snobby girlfriend Sloane, and hipster-girl-inthe-making Bill.
Tromly uses Zoe’s escapades with Digby and
the others – who all hail from different school
cliques – to show readers that worrying about
ﬁtting into a social hierarchy isn’t the best way
to make friends or have fun. Zoe doesn’t really ﬁt in in the strictest sense, but winds up
surprisingly civil with Sloane, ﬁnding a best
friend in Digby, and enjoying her new town in
spite of herself.
Though readers don’t get the most in-depth
view into Zoe’s mind, they are gradually rewarded with tidbits about her background, and
are teased by the star duo’s flirty friendship,
which refuses to be a romance (and it’s better
that way, really). Though the characters come
across as stereotypical and ﬂat at times, they possess a warm familiarity that – along with subtle,
encouraging life lessons, on-point, humorous dialogue, and well-paced, just-complicated-enough
drama – makes this amusing mystery-adventure
appealing and easy to read. ■ Ages 12+, $20.99
paper 978-0-52542-840-4, 336 pp., Aug. Reviewed
from advance reading copy
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Stephanie Tromly
Kathy Dawson Books/Penguin Canada
Reviewed by Becky Robertson

F

ormer Los Angeles screenwriter Stephanie
Tromly, now based in Winnipeg, marks her
YA debut with an action-packed novel about
teenager Zoe Webster, who ﬁnds herself downgraded from Manhattan living to a small town
in upstate New York.
When the mysterious and smooth-talking
Philip Digby takes an interest in Zoe, he begins toting her along on his adventures, investigating multiple kidnappings in the area,
a suspicious cult “family,” and a corrupt (and
creepy) local doctor. Digby, well versed in the
town’s goings-on and criminal system (thanks
to a dark past of his own), leads a ragtag gang
that includes dreamy football player (and
Digby’s former best friend) Henry, Henry’s
snobby girlfriend Sloane, and hipster-girl-inthe-making Bill.
Tromly uses Zoe’s escapades with Digby and
the others – who all hail from different school
cliques – to show readers that worrying about
ﬁtting into a social hierarchy isn’t the best way
to make friends or have fun. Zoe doesn’t really ﬁt in in the strictest sense, but winds up
surprisingly civil with Sloane, ﬁnding a best
friend in Digby, and enjoying her new town in
spite of herself.
Though readers don’t get the most in-depth
view into Zoe’s mind, they are gradually rewarded with tidbits about her background, and
are teased by the star duo’s flirty friendship,
which refuses to be a romance (and it’s better
that way, really). Though the characters come
across as stereotypical and ﬂat at times, they possess a warm familiarity that – along with subtle,
encouraging life lessons, on-point, humorous dialogue, and well-paced, just-complicated-enough
drama – makes this amusing mystery-adventure
appealing and easy to read. ■ Ages 12+, $20.99
paper 978-0-52542-840-4, 336 pp., Aug. Reviewed
from advance reading copy
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Heartache and
Other Natural Shocks
Glenda Leznoff
Tundra Books

Glenda Leznoff
sets her sexy, honest story about a love triangle
between three teens against the backdrop of the
early 1970s and the FLQ crisis. Trouble begins
when Jules Epstein’s anglophone mother forces
them to move from Montreal to Toronto. Her
vampy neighbour and soon-to-be classmate,
Carla, takes an immediate dislike to the studious, quiet Jules, a feeling that blooms into
hatred when the girls both fall for bad boy Ian
Slater. Much drama ensues, but Leznoff does a
great job keeping the action and dialogue realistic, both for the characters’ ages and the time
period. ■ Ages 14+, $21.99 cloth 978-1-77049836-5, 384 pp., Oct. Reviewed from ﬁnished book
PLAYWRIGHT AND ARTIST

Leading Lines

MANUSCRIPT EVALUATIONS
by AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR

Internationally published author
of ten novels and former
University of Toronto instructor
Barbara Kyle has launched
many writers to publishing
success. Get expert guidance on
perfecting your story, and trusted
advice on what agents and
publishers want. Start with your
ﬁrst 50 pages for $150.

Chantel Guertin
ECW Press

in the Pippa Green series maintains the fun yet poignant standard
set by author Chantel Guertin in the previous instalments. Though things aren’t great
in Pippa’s life, Guertin never allows her story
to get dragged into maudlin moments. Sharp
dialogue, fully ﬂeshed, interesting characters, and a believable plot add up to more than
typical teen chicklit. ■ Ages 12+, $11.95 paper

www.BarbaraKyle.com.
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